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INTERVIEW WITH DARCY SPADY, 2018 SPE PRESIDENT
“We have to proactively show the value of the energy we produce”
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From the Editor
The STC also yielded several novelties:

“Coming together is a
beginning; keeping
together is progress;
working together is
success.”
– Henry Ford





In the last two months, both SPE International and SPE
Germany have held their flagship conferences:
 The 2017 Annual Technical Conference and
Exhibition (ATCE) in San Antonio
 The 2017 annual Student Technical Conference
(STC) in Clausthal.



This time there was a close link between these two
conferences: Mr Darcy Spady, the 2018 SPE President.
From 9th to 11th of October, the SPE attracted global
exploration and production professionals for the 2017
ATCE at the Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center in San
Antonio, Texas, USA. The ATCE 2017 featured nearly 400
technical papers in 46 technical sessions, as well as
panels and ePoster sessions. Traditionally, ATCE is also
the place where the new SPE president receives the
presidential gavel.





One months after the official start of his presidency, the
SPE 2018 President, Mr. Darcy Spady, has attended the
STC, the flagship conference of SPE Germany.

For the first time, the STC was jointly organized
by SPE Germany and SPE students. The
organizing committee consisted of Ulrike
Peikert and Ingo Forstner (from SPE Germany)
and 10 students from all German universities
with SPE chapters/groups: TU Clausthal, RWTH
Aachen University, TU Bergakademie Freiberg,
KIT Karlsruhe.
For the first time, a pre-conference program
was offered. The program included a
geothermal workshop and a geological
excursion; both of them have been fully
booked.
For the first time since 2006, the conference no
longer took place in Wietze. In fact, the STC
returned to its place of birth as the first STC – in
2005 – was held in Clausthal.
For the first time, pictures from the presenters
during their presentations have been
distributed in real-time to the rest of the word
(e.g., via Twitter and Facebook)
For the first time, a live video stream of
(selected) presentations was broadcasted on
the Internet (with Periscope via Twitter). The
video streams are still available on Twitter at
twitter.com/SPEgermany

One of the live streams was Mr. Spady's keynote
speech. At the end of his speech, I conducted an
interview with him and this interview is included in this
newsletter.

The STC took place from 9th to 10th of November in the
Aula Academica of the Technical University of Clausthal.
This 12th annual event brought together students from
many European countries, most of them members of
SPE student chapters. The STC 2017 included 14
technical presentations, 15 posters, and a young
professional panel session. The highlight of the event
was the keynote speech of Darcy Spady. His attendance
was a great honor not only for the organizing committee,
but also for all participants in this conference.

Enjoy reading, provide feedback, and share knowledge!
Sincerely,
Radu

Dr. Radu Coman
Baker Hughes, a GE company
radu.coman(at)bhge.com
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Calendar of Events
For latest information and details on SPE Germany events visit our website and/or our event page on Facebook.

connect.spe.org/germany
facebook.com/pg/SPEgermany/events

Date

Type

Event

Location

November
23

SPE Germany
Lecture

Dr. Rolf Schiffer: Geothermal potential of Turkey and the Black Hannover,
Sea region
Germany

Nov. 30 —
Dec. 1

ÖGEW/DGMK
Tagung

Herausforderung an Mobilität und Transport

Wien, Austria

January
11

SPE Germany
Lecture

Lecture by Hernan Buijs. Details will be made public via email,
website, and social media (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)

Hannover,
Germany

February
12-15

DGG
Jahrestagung

Jahrestagung der Deutschen Geophysikalischer Gesellschaft

Leoben,
Austria

March
1

SPE Germany
Lecture

Details will be made public via email, website, and social media Hannover,
(Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)
Germany

March
26-28

SPE
Conference

SPE EOR Conference at OGWA

Muscat, Oman

April
9

Distinguished
Lecturer

Liang Xu: Surfactant Chemistry and Its Impact on Oil and Gas
Recovery From Shale Plays

Hannover,
Germany

April
18

SPE
Conference

2018 SPE Bergen One Day Seminar

Bergen,
Norway

April
18-19

DGMK/ÖGEW
Tagung

Frühjahrstagung / Spring Conference

Celle,
Germany

April
23-26

SPE
Conference

2018 SPE Saudi Arabia Section Annual Symposium & Exhibition

Dammam,
Saudi Arabia

June
11-14

SPE Conference SPE Europec featured at 80th EAGE Conference and Exhibition

Copenhagen,
Denmark

June
18-19

SPE
Conference

SPE International Oilfield Corrosion Conference and Exhibition

Aberdeen,
UK

June
18-19

SPE
Conference

2018 IADC World Drilling Conference

Copenhagen
Denmark

Sep.
24-28

SPE
Conference

SPE Annual Technical Conference and Exhibition

Dallas, Texas,
USA

Oct.
14-18

SEG
Conference

2018 SEG Annual Meeting and International Exposition

Anaheim,
California, USA

Oct.
23-25

SPE
Conference

2018 SPE Asia Pacific Oil & Gas Conference (APOGCE)

Brisbane,
Australia
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A LINE HAS BEEN DRAWN.
BETWEEN THE SAME WAY
BETWEEN ENERGY DEMAND
BETWEEN MAINSTREAM
BETWEEN THE INDUSTRIAL
BETWEEN SETTLING FOR TODAY

AND A NEW WAY.
AND ENERGY POTENTIAL.
AND FULLSTREAM.
AND THE DIGITAL INDUSTRIAL.
AND DEFINING TOMORROW.

TODAY, A LINE HAS BEEN DRAWN.
AND THE PAST IS ON ONE SIDE

AND WE’RE ON THE OTHER.

From the reservoir to the refinery.
From the depths of the sea to the
power of the cloud. BHGE is now
the first and only fullstream provider to
the oil and gas industry, leveraging
the best minds and most intelligent
machines to invent smarter ways
to bring energy to the world.
Learn more at bhge.com
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Interview with Darcy Spady, 2018 SPE President
Interview by Radu Coman, BHGE, Communication Chair & Editor

Darcy Spady, 2018 SPE President holding the keynote speech at the STC in Clausthal. Photo courtesy of Daniel Bücken.

Mr. President, it is a great honor for us to have you as the keynote speaker at the
Student Technical Conference. Before discussing the complex topics of our industry,
let us talk about you: Who is the person Darcy Spady? Who is the professional
Darcy Spady?

“I like to get a
consensus, and I like to
lead a meeting”

I can't answer that question. I don't know who I am. I'm an average guy who has had
a lot of different jobs. I'm a farmer, so I'm close to the land. And I'm not an academic.
I've not had a long career with one company, but I think I represent the average SPE
member who slogs away and is very satisfied with his career, which involves multiple
companies.
On the professional side, I have a BSc in Petroleum Engineering, 1986, from the
University of Alberta. Heavy oil was my specialty. I worked half my career on the
service side, starting as a wireline logger, and half of my career on the operator side,
mainly with small companies.
I think, professionally, my skill and why am the SPE president is that I like to get a
consensus and I like to lead a meeting. I'm always the guy in the middle building
consensus. It's really working with people and getting people to agree is what I enjoy
the most of anything; more than equations [laughs].

“The state of the SPE is
nothing but growth
and good future.”

You have been the SPE President for a month. What is the state of the SPE?
The state of the SPE is nothing but growth and good future. People sometimes say,
well, we are not growing, or, our people are getting old, but they are not seeing the
whole SPE. I have seen the whole SPE and on a global basis we are growing, we’re
being relevant, we’re adding. I think, the future of the SPE is very optimistic, but it's
not in the traditional areas. There's some parts of the United States where we are
declining pretty strongly, but on an international basis there’s a lot of optimism in
growth and a lot of young people coming through.

7
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Radu Coman (l) and Darcy Spady, SPElfie after the interview

What are your top priorities as SPE president and why?

“To me it's very
important that we
have a really stable
year.”

My top priority, really, is to strengthen the organization this year. We’ve had a lot of
changes; we’ve changed the size of the board; we’ve changed some of the ways
we’ve done things, and we’ve had scaling back costs pretty dramatically in the last
two years. To me it's very important that we have a really stable year. The most
important thing for me is to support the staff, to support the members, to be sensible,
and not trying to do anything wild.
I have five goals as President, that are more my personal goals.
First of all, I’m redoing the strategic plan, as the old one was done with $100 a barrel
oil, five years ago.

“The future of the oil
and gas industry going
forward is all about
living with the
environment”

The second priority I have is talking about heavy oil. I come from the heavy oil
background; Canadians do a lot of heavy oil things. It's not a big fraternity around the
world, but it's important to me to represent the heavy oil producers and heavy oil
technology.
The third thing is community consensus and corporate social responsibility. I've
chosen that because I'm a farmer, because I get to see what wells are like when I am
working around them, and because the future of the oil and gas industry going
forward is all about living with the environment and making economic games as well
– together.
My fourth goal is delivery of services around the world; the same service for small
sections as for big sections, for new sections as for old sections. They should all have
the same ability to get things from SPE and be equal.
The fifth thing is just representing the small producer and the small technology
provider.

8
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Darcy Spady presenting his goals as SPE President at the STC in Clausthal. Photo courtesy of Daniel Bücken.

In an earlier interview for JPT, you mentioned that “In mid-2014, SPE management
put out a document titled, ‘What do we do at SPE if oil hits $60/bbl?’”. In mid-2014,
the oil price was more than 100$ and public opinion was more concerned about
the “peak oil” than about a possible downturn in our industry. What document is
currently being prepared by the SPE management?

“I asked for the
strategic plan to be
revisited.”

SPE management and volunteers, both, are working on a strategic plan. I asked for
the strategic plan to be revisited; it's time because of the change in price. It's a board
driven initiative and we are interviewing a lot of members and then the staff is
helping us to put together.I think, the staff did a really good job in making us prepared
for the $60/bbl or less. The beauty of SPE staff is that they are not an oil company or
a government; they don't have revenues in taxes based on so they they're able to
look a little more cleanly at the issue of price than members.
So, the strategic plan is what we're doing. It is both a member and staff driven
initiative and it should allow us to deal with the price for the next five years and will
probably be wrong, but we need to be updated.
What are the major challenges facing the SPE in the short term?

“Conferences make us
a lot of money and
that money we
distribute to the
member services that
we generally lose
money on.”

In the short term, we've just come through a tough year when conferences
attendance, advertising and sponsoring of conferences was going down. Conferences
make us a lot of money and that money we distribute to the member services that
we generally lose money on. I think that’s a short-term challenge; we've come around
that corner, we’re okay.
The other short-term challenge is that members – some of which are used for some
really good times – are making a lot of requests. We have to balance requests – good
requests – of all our members with financial restraints till we start seeing cash flow
coming back. We’re okay and we're breaking even this year; it looks like we're making
a little bit of money, which is good, because it's been about three years since we did
that.

9
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Joshua Siwert, TU Clausthal Student Chapter, presents Darcy Spady a traditional gift from Clausthal. Photo courtesy of Daniel Bücken.

Despite the fact that the O&G industry is the main supplier of energy to the world
– which is so important for well-being and development – the public perception of
our industry is often not necessarily positive. Do you agree with this statement and
if so, what has our industry done wrong in the past and what should we do better
in the future?

“We have to
proactively show the
value of the energy we
produce”

Well, I'm not so sure if we’ve done wrong in the past, but we haven't considered the
public nature of our business, so now we have to pay attention to it. So first of all,
yes, I absolutely agree with that comment: The statement is true, the public
perception of our industry is not necessarily positive. In the past, we have just did
our business and assumed our good deeds of providing energy would forgive any
perceptions that weren't so good, but that era is gone, so we have to do different in
the future. We have to proactively show the value of the energy we produce, we have
to proactively be good citizens, we have to proactively be environmental activists and
show that we’re part of the solution and part of the cycle and part of the necessity.
President Mark Kennedy of the University of North Dakota wrote a book called
Shapeholders and it's a tremendous book that says that in the past we were
concerned about shareholders and stakeholders, both of which were internal. Now,
in the New World, we're having to worry about “shapeholders”, which are people
from the public with nothing to do with us, but they can shape public opinion. Going
forward, one of the things we do have to do better in the future is consider the
thoughts of shapeholders and people who can alter the public's opinion about us.
The O&G industry is constantly changing. What do you think are the most
important changes taking place now?

“We're seeing a major
shift in our industry
between the
traditional areas to
produce oil and gas
and the new areas.”

I think we're seeing a major shift in our industry between the traditional areas to
produce oil and gas and the new areas to produce oil and gas. To me there's
tremendous momentum in Russia, in the former Soviet areas Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan,
or in India. There's a lot of new jurisdictions which are embracing our portable form
of energy and a lot of the old more established places are not embracing it.
People sometimes only see half the picture and say that our industry is not getting
young people. Well, it isn't maybe in Western Europe and North America, but it is in
Russia and India and Southeast Asia and the Middle East.

10
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From left to right: Radu Coman, Ingo Forstner, Darcy Spady, Matthias Meister

A major process currently underway is the digititalization in the oil and gas
industry – “data is the new oil”. It is expected that the Internet of Things will have
an enormous impact on our industry. What role does the SPE play in this
transformation?

“What's more
important going
forward: a good
petroleum engineering
education or a good
data education about
petroleum engineering
things?”

At SPE we really understand that this is the future. One of the key elements of our
strategic plan is that we've said, “what's more important going forward: a good
petroleum engineering education or a good data education about petroleum
engineering things?”
We are very aware that the new petroleum engineers will be data experts. We're very
aware that the world is going to be filled with more data that we can utilize. We want
to embrace it and how we do that is by technical papers and conferences; were trying
to get digital energy conferences going. Actually, they're doing very well in Russia;
we've got one coming up in Aberdeen in the fall. We want that to be as important as
a discipline as drilling or completion, because data is across all our disciplines.
Experts suggest that we should prepare for a longer period of relatively low oil
prices – the “new normal” phase. What advice do you have for the SPE members?
Well, for new members, I’ll tell them that this is a cyclic industry – welcome to it – a
and as soon as we say something like “lower for longer”, we’re probably wrong; you
and I know that because we've been around.
But especially for new members, I would say

“It's gonna be really
good and you are
going to make tons of
money; put some
aside (..)”

“look it's gonna be really good and you are going to make tons of money;
put some aside because equally as good it can be bad and you lose your job
and you might be sitting for a year or two without a job. So, make sure that
you balance your savings on the good times and you're spending in the bad
times; and know that the industry is going to have its cycles, because it's
going to have its cycles.”
Lower for longer or a high price for ever, or peak oil, and all these things; say what
you will, it just cycles back and forth and the smart petroleum engineers are going to
realize that it’s cycles and build their life for the cycles rather than trying to change
the cycles.

11
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Darcy Spady and Severin Wahlefeld at the group dinner at the STC 2017. Photo courtesy of Daniel Bücken.

How can the SPE help its members?

“It's all about technical
papers, technical
dissemination, and
technical competence.”

Our mission statement is about disseminating, exchanging information for improving
members’ competency. So whether it's a workshop with a lot of back and forth or
whether it's good writing of technical papers or presenting that, we've got to make
sure that our route is dissemination of technical information. We can't have our route
be politics or influence or unionization. It's all about technical papers, technical
dissemination, and technical competence.
What are other benefits of an SPE membership?
Well, the beauty of the SPE membership – because we're so focused on technical
papers – is things like OnePetro and conferences. A new person in the industry can
find so much data because we've done a really good job of archiving it; whether it's
back in the day, when it was the old monographs, or the old books. Now it's online,
but our knowledge bank is massive and we control it very carefully. And then some
other tools we have, Distinguished Lecturers, SPE Competency Management Tool,
HSE Now, SPE Connect. All these tools make us really well rounded in our field of
expertise, but at the heart of that – again – is the technical papers and the quality of
them and how we keep them.

“Not only do you feel
good about helping
each other as a
volunteer, but you also
learn something.”

What are the advantages of active participation in the SPE?
The benefit is the satisfaction when you've been involved and had successful
volunteer events with a technical background. Not only do you feel good about
helping each other as a volunteer, but you also learn something. That’s a tremendous
feeling.
In your very busy schedule, you have found the time to attend a student technical
conference. That is definitive proof of your support for students, the SPE members
of tomorrow. What advice do you have for students and young professionals?

12
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Darcy Spady, not only SPE President, but also entertainer. Photo courtesy of Daniel Bücken.

Well, I have lots of advice for students and young professionals and some of it is what
we’ve talked about already about understanding market cycles and cyclical nature of
things. But the other thing, what I love about students and young professionals is
that they have so much energy and they're unbiased. To me, the most important
thing they can do is to keep that energy and keep that unbiased because crusty old
guys, like me, we get our biases and then we get cranky. But these young people have
so much energy and they're unbiased and that really, really, makes me happy.

“The most important
thing they can do is to
keep that energy”

Communication via social media is a matter of course for today's students. I have
noticed that you are also active on several platforms including Twitter, LinkedIn, or
Facebook. Which platform do you like best and why?
If I had to order them, Twitter is my favorite, LinkedIn is second, and Facebook is
third.
Twitter forced you to be short, so you can't go blah-blah-blah-blah for ten
paragraphs. I like the way Twitter is short and quick, and I like that almost always you
can include a photo and so you can shout out to other people – and photos speak so
nicely. So, to me, a tweet is just nice and it's concise; it is a few words and it's out
there and it's got a picture.

“Twitter is my favorite,
LinkedIn is second, and
Facebook is third.”

LinkedIn is good too, but I have a problem as it's getting so lengthy. Some people will
do a LinkedIn article and it's a thousand words. And the other reason why I don't like
LinkedIn as much is because it is becoming so personal, like Facebook. LinkedIn is not
for personal things, but there's a lot of personal stuff going on there, and that’s what
bothers me.
Along the same lines, Facebook is great; but man, the amount of personal stuff you
have to sort through data. But that's the way it’s designed: it was a personal thing.
So that would be the order I'd like things and the order I use things.
As the Communication Chair of the German Section, I am very happy that you
follow our section on Twitter. It is an honor and responsibility for us.
Mr. President, thank you very much for the interview.

13
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STC Update
Ingo Forstner, Student Chapter Liaison
At the time of writing this article, preparations for the
Student Technical Conference (STC) 2017 have heated up
and the event is in sight. There are several changes to
the STCs of previous years’ and we are excited to see
them become reality:




Another major change you may notice easily as a
participant is the growth of the organizing committee. It
has been joined by students from all four German SPE
student bodies. This improves not only everybody’s
network, but allows for this larger, more versatile event
in the first place.

The conference takes place in the majestic Aula
Academica in Clausthal, which is the home town of
our largest student chapter. In previous years, the
STC took place in Wietze near Celle, the center of
Germany’s oil and gas industry. Both Clausthal and
Wietze have their advantages as venue, and we are
curious on how the vicinity to University life
imprints the character of this year’s STC. We have
already noted an increased number of preregistered students, which is an encouraging sign
We have an extensive pre-program, which makes
the Wednesday before the conference packed with
program as well. A dedicated workshop opens up
the overall conference to geothermics, which had
been somewhat underrepresented in previous
years. It is great to see this workshop being fully
booked, just like the geological excursion taking
place at the same time.

As we are living in challenging times throughout the
industry, putting this largest event of the year for GSSPE
on a solid financial basis has not been easy. After all, we
financially support STC participation of students and
especially our lecturers. We think this conference to be
an important conduit not just for technical knowledge
but also for networking and career advice for students
and young professionals at the time in their lives where
they typically have the greatest need for it. It is
wonderful to see that organizations and companies
value this concept and again support this event with
substantial sponsoring, without which the STC simply
wouldn’t be possible. Thank you, sponsors!

15
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We are also particularly proud to have Darcy Spady, our
2018 SPE President, as a guest for all three days. His
keynote again promises to be both relevant and
educational.

More than in previous years, applications for presenting
in some cases were fleeting. There have been some
necessary last-minute changes but the program has only
been strengthened by that, thanks to our flexible
additional lecturers and our scheduling wizard Ulrike
Peikert. As a proof, here is the updated technical lectures
program:

I am much looking forward to this year’s Student
Technical Conference.

Thursday, 9th November 2017

Friday, 10th November 2017

08:00
Coffee
Registration & Coffee

Dr. Radu Coman: Section update

09:00

Dr. Oksana Zhebel: Welcoming lecture
Florian Jäger: Analytical and Numerical Modeling of Mud Motor Sarko Hakim: History match and prediction: A reservoir simulation
Induced Loads
sensitivity based study of Rotterdam oil field
10:00 Mahmoud Elshaer: Compa ri s on Between Wei ght & Wa i t And Dri l l er’s

Methods For Wel l Control And Ha ndl i ng of Ga s Ki ck i n Verti ca l Wel l DCE 217 Wes tern Des ert, Egypt

Daniela Marum: Characterization and Optimization of the Gas
Extraction Process in a New Mud Logging System
11:00

12:00

Coffee Break

Ivan Kurchatov: Comparative analysis of the development
concepts of the “A” field located in the East Siberian Sea
Coffee Break

Job Fair

Christin Dieterichs: A Novel Approach for Chemical
Enhanced Oil Recovery

Job Fair

Gustav Ngemasong Chafac: Insights into Underground Blowout
Control and Prevention: Pushing the Limits of Well Control

Sergey Chebotar: Investigation of the helical slit seal of a hybrid
rotary pump in relation to complicated operating conditions

Olha Sukhoboka: Effect of the Borehole Temperature and
Pressure on the Drilling Fluid Properties in Hot Environments

Lunch

Group Picture
13:00

Job Fair
Daniel Bücken: Effect of mecha ni ca l s tra ti gra phy on norma l fa ul t
evol uti on - Ins i ghts from a na l ogue model s a nd na tura l exa mpl es i n
Icel a nd

Lunch

Keynote by
2018 SPE President
Darcy Spady
14:00
Today’s petroleum industry and career lessons for growth in it

Kristina Krasnonosov and Kai Thissen: New approach to link
depletion and induced seismicity in Lower Saxony gas fields
Tom Kaltofen: Model i ng vs mea s ured geol ogi ca l hi s tory: vi tri ni te
refl ecta nce a s a n i ndi ca tor for geol ogi ca l events i n the Centra l Europea n
Ba s i n Sys tem

Honoring of Contributors
15:00

Technical Poster Session

Job Fair

Coffee

Color Coding:
16:00 Illia Fyk: Increase of reservoir pressure in gas condensate fields as
a method of increasing the efficiency of their development
Fernando von Lücken: Calculation of Capillary Pressure Changes
in MEOR Spontaneous Imbibition Experiments
17:00

18:00

Student Lecture:
Reservoir Topic
Student Lecture:
Production Topic

Young Professionals Panel Discussion:
Lessons Learned Entering the Workforce
Panelists:
Kerstin Kogler, Renke Petersen,
Anna Kathrin Uffmann, and Dr. Opeyemi Bello

Student Lecture:
Geoscience Topic
Keynote, Admin, Poster Session,
YP Panel

Coffee Break

Meals & Breaks

19:00

Mini-Job-Fair

20:00

Group Dinner @ Aula
21:00

Student Lecture:
Drilling Topic

16

Capital-Efficient
Subsea Solutions
Production Tree

Unified Controls

Lead time: 12 months

Lead time: 12 months

Pump
Lead time: 18 months

Wellhead
Lead time: 6 months

Manifold
Lead time: 18 months

Connection System
Lead time: 6 months

Redefine economic viability with a new
approach to subsea production.
The OneSubsea portfolio of standardized designs supports streamlined processes, documentation,
and manufacturing to deliver integrated production systems that enable achieving first oil as soon
as 24 months after contract award.
Customized to your field architecture, these capital-efficient solutions help you maximize recovery
from new fields to transform deepwater economics across the life of the asset.
Find out more at

onesubsea.slb.com/standardization
© 2017 Schlumberger. All rights reserved. 17-OSS-273317
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Meet and Greet in Munich
Ann-Isabelle Symank, Ruhr University Bochum, YP committee member

Once a month SPE Germany gives everybody, young and
senior professionals and SPE and non-SPE members, the
possibility to meet some familiar faces and make new
connections. We set a date, time and location several
times a year in different cities.

was a nice opportunity to exchange experiences and talk
about news from the industry and new research.
The next opportunity to Meet & Greet will be in
November 2017 in Bochum and in January 2018 in
Karlsruhe. Senior professionals bring a young
professional. YPs, bring along a senior colleague and
enjoy a nice evening outside your office.

With the slogan “GSSPE goes pre-Oktoberfest” the last
Meet & Greet was hold in Munich following the
“Geothermiekongress 2017”. Four people with very
different backgrounds came together, networked and
had a nice evening with good Bavarian food and beer. It

For more suggestions where we should realise another
one don’t hesitate to contact us via yp-gsspe@web.de.

Visit us on Social Media
twitter.com/SPEgermany

linkedin.com/company/SPEgermany

facebook.com/SPEgermany
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Ich empfehle den Studenten Erdöl Erdgas
Kohle weil es neben international relevanten Themen aus
der Industrie auch immer Forschungsergebnisse mit lokalem Bezug publiziert. ERDÖL ERDGAS KOHLE ist die
mit Abstand relevanteste monatliche Publikation zu Upstream Themen im deutschen Sprachraum.

Erdöl Erdgas Kohle bietet
Studierenden die Möglichkeit Ihre
eigenen wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten
zu veröffentlichen und neue Technologien der
Operator und Servicefirmen kennen zu lernen,
die möglicherweise einmal ihre Arbeitgeber
sein werden. Dass auch Artikel in englischer
Sprache veröffentlicht werden, sollte eine zusätzliche Motivation für unsere Studierenden
sein dieses Medium zu nutzen.

Erdöl Erdgas
Kohle bietet mit
seinen vielseitigen
Artikeln einen hervorragenden
Überblick über den Zustand
und die Aktivitäten der deutschen Öl- und Gasindustrie –
ein Muss für alle angehenden
und aktiven Ingenieure und
Wissenschaftler dieser Branche.

Prof. Dr. Leonhard Ganzer,
Clausthal University of Technology

Univ.-Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Dr. mont. Herbert Hofstätter,
Montanuniversität Leoben

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Matthias Reich,
TU Bergakademie Freiberg

Aktuelles Wissen und Nachrichten zu den Themen der Aufsuchung,
Gewinnung, Verarbeitung und Anwendung von Erdgas, Erdöl, Petrochemie
sowie Kohlen-/Biomasseveredlung und Tiefengeothermie.

DGMK Mitgliedschaft
Vorteile für Studenten:

ERDÖL ERDGAS KOHLE liefert Dir Informationen für Deinen Erfolg bei der
Studienarbeit, dem Diplom, der Dissertation oder dem Berufseinstieg.

n

Abo Erdöl Erdgas Kohle mit
11 Ausgaben im Jahr (inkl. 4x im Jahr
OIL GAS European Magazine)

n

 ebührennachlässe bei DGMK
G
Tagungen (z.B. DGMK Frühjahrstagung,
Celle) und DGMK Publikationen

n

Networking

Best Paper-Award inkl. Preisgeld und Veröffentlichung in ERDÖL ERDGAS KOHLE.

www.oilgaspublisher.de/YoungProfessionals
EID Energie Informationsdienst GmbH

Banksstr. 4

20097 Hamburg

Tel. 040/303735-20

info@oilgaspublisher.de
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Transitioning from Student to Professional
Life – SPE Can Help
Ingo Forstner, Student Chapter Liaison
The transition from student life to professional life has
never been easy, but given today’s challenging times,
this is especially true for Petroleum Engineering
students. When they started studying, things seemed
easy, and choices after college plentiful. This has
drastically changed. It is a buyers’ market out there, and
there are few open positions left for graduates to fill.
Gone are the days where graduates could pick and
choose from multiple interesting positions.
It is therefore important to find some trustworthy
guidance during the transition from the last semesters
studying to the first couple years working. But where to
get this guidance? It is probably best if you have a
relative or long-time friend several years ahead of you in
this transitioning process in our industry that knows you
well and whom you trust. Most of us don’t have that,
though. So, then next-best option is to actively reach out
elsewhere. If you secure a trainee position in a large
company, it is likely that you are assigned a mentor.
While there is no guarantee for success, such a
relationship can be a great way to learn to swim in the
corporate and industry waters and to avoid the eddies
dragging you down. Still, most graduates will not be
assigned a mentor, what then? Well, SPE has to offer
quite a bit for you:








There is an eMentoring program that you can sign
up for at http://www.spe.org/ementoring/ This
may not always be the intense relationship of a
corporate mentorship, but it has quite a few merits:
The matching of mentor and mentee is not
orchestrated by somebody else, but a voluntary act
by the two instead. It is not bound by the company,
but you may actually start it before graduating. So
you can get great insights early on as well.
SPE sponsors “Ambassador Lecture Programs”
(ALP), which may sound a bit like a diplomatic affair,




but really is a down-to-earth and rather informal
talk by an engineer who has graduated recently,
discussing anything-you-are-interested-in. This
typically involves some Q&A about lessons-learned
etc. ALPs are offered by section members to
chapters. We have had several ALP lectures over the
last years here in Germany. The events are usually
well worth attending. Go, discuss it with your
chapter friends, what would be good for you. Either
talk to a young professional directly, or contact me
if you need help with it.
The German Section is organizing an annual Student
Technical Conference, which is probably happening
again round about the time you read this. Here we
have students, engineers, and human resources
reps together for two days. There is a lot of technical
content, but also lots of networking and
opportunity to learn about how it feels to be in the
workforce. Similar events take place in Cracow,
Ploiesti, and elsewhere.
About once-a-month, the German Section is
offering technical lectures in Hannover, Berlin, or
Munich. These always are accompanied with a
group dinner, which is also a good way to network.
While these cities are quite a distance from our
chapter locations, they are within reach of a shared
car of students.
The German Young Professionals are organizing
meet’n’greets in various cities.
Many SPE International conferences have special
events for networking and learning for students.

There are even more offerings. The important thing is for
a student or young professional to actually grab the
opportunity and not shy away from it. Be proactive!
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Online Learning with SPE for Free!
Dr. Oksana Zhebel, Zhebeloks GmbH, Section Chair

Learning is an inseparable part of working and personal
life. Continuous education does not only keep you up-todate and broadens your horizon but also helps you to
achieve your goals when it comes to getting a job or
getting promoted. Education as almost all parts of our
everyday life has been changing a lot in the past years
and has become available online. It means you can study
from any point on the globe and at any time.

E&P-related and can contribute to solving your everyday
business problems a lot.
A further great SPE online learning feature is the socalled Expert Hours. Each expert hour is provided by
experts in a specific field and is available on such topics
as e.g. “Lifting Your Unconventional Production
Potential” or “Eliminating stick-slip and other costly
drilling dysfunctions with innovative bit technology”.

Let us first talk about the reasons why online learning is
awesome! Firstly, you can learn whatever you would like
to. You choose the topic! Secondly, there is no need to
leave your comfortable coach or your office desk and
you can have your favorite drink or snack at any time
during the lecture. Thirdly, you can adjust the course to
your personal learning pace. It means that you can take
your time to look up the unknown terms or revise the
forgotten concepts or formula mentioned in the online
lecture. Furthermore, a certificate of a successfully
completed course looks great on your CV and
strengthens your self-confidence.

It is obviously clear that online learning has a lot of
advantages, but it does have a huge disadvantage as
well: you are the only person who is charge of
completing and taking the benefit from the offered
course. The always available self-paced courses and
webinars impart us the feeling that there is no urge to
complete the course now as one could do it at any time
later… But the truth is that the best time to broaden your
knowledge is right now!
By following the link, you can get an overview of the
offered free webinars and lectures and start learning
now: https://webevents.spe.org/

As SPE is keeping up with the times and technologies
there is a variety of online learning opportunities FOR
FREE for SPE members. You can choose from live
webinars, on-demand webinars and educational
videos. And the best thing about it is all the lectures are
21

Professional. Global connections.
Shared knowledge. Fresh ideas.
New perspectives. Advice and
support. Future trends. Referrals.
Leads. Partnerships. Networking.

Our conferences, forums, workshops, training courses,
SPE section events, and online member communities
provide unmatched networking opportunities for you
to stay well connected.
Join the Society of Petroleum Engineers, a not-for-profit professional association
that serves a growing worldwide membership in the E&P industry. SPE is a
key resource for technical knowledge providing publications, events, training
courses, and online resources.
To learn more and become a member, visit www.spe.org/join.

Join the conversation.
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The ‘East Meets West’ Congress
Samuel Zulkhifly Sinaga, TU Clausthal

From 4th to 7th April 2017, the SPE Student Chapter AGH
University of Science and Technology (AGH is polish for
“Akademia Górniczo-Hutnicza”, i.e., Academy of Mining
and Metallurgy) held the Annual International Student
Petroleum Congress & Career Expo, ‘East Meets West’
(EMW). This event was the 8th student congress held by
SPE AGH University of Science and Technology, located
in Cracow, Poland. The idea behind the EMW Congress
was to gather people from different parts of the world,
different universities and companies to cooperate
without any barriers. The idea considers the oilfield
industry as one, big family – no matter if you are a
student or a scientist, if you come from the west or from
the east.

student congress as presenters, contestants, and
representatives of the SPE Student Chapter.
There were several programs in this student congress:
1.

Opening ceremony

The ‘Opening Ceremony’ officially began with the
speech from the Rector of AGH, Professor Jerzy Lis.
Afterwards, it was followed by speeches from Mr.
Matthias Meister (Product Development Manager LWD,
Baker Hughes; 2015-2017 Regional Director South,
Central & East Europe; 2015-2017 Regional Director
South, Central & East Europe) and PhD Barbara UliaszMisiak (Dean of the Faculty of Drilling, Oil, and Gas of
AGH). Their speeches were concluded with special
thanks to all companies and supporters that helped this
event and welcomed the students as participants of the
student congress.

The student congress was held at the hall of AGH
University of Science and Technology. A total of 350
participants from 36 universities across Europe, Asia,
America, and Africa (41 countries) gathered together in
order to exchange their ideas, present their research,
learn about career opportunities in a difficult market
situation, and to broaden their professional and
personal horizons. This year’s student congress was
slightly different from the previous ones as there were
additional programs including Petrobowl European
Qualifier 2017 and SPE Student Paper Contest for
European Region.

2.

Debate session

Debate session was devoted to companies’ lectures. The
topic of the debate session was about the past, actual,
and future of HSE (health, safety, and environment) in
the oil and gas industries. Following were the
representatives from companies who led the debate
session:


Students from the Institute of Petroleum Engineering,
Clausthal University of Technology participated in this
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Timothy Harding – President at HSE Investment
Management Poland
Matthias Meister – Product Development Manager
LWD, Baker Hughes; 2015-2017 Regional Director
South, Central & East Europe
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during the SPE ATCE. There were 23 universities
participated in this session.

Professor Stanisław Nagy – AGH UST, Faculty of
Drilling, Oil and Gas
Roxana Seciu – Senior Environmental Manager in
MOL Group
3.

Students were gathered to compete in teams and were
given questions to answer. The questions were based on
technical and fundamental knowledge of petroleum
engineering, glossary of industry terminology, and
content from SPE’s Petrowiki.

Gala dinner and welcome reception

The gala dinner was held on the first day of the student
congress to welcome all the students. In the gala dinner,
the committee offered the traditional Polish culinary.
The gala dinner allowed students from various
universities and nationalities to have a non-formal
conversation
while building
friendships
and
connections.
4.

The following five universities have qualified to
participate in the final round of the Petrobowl
competition during the ATCE in San Antonio, Texas: AGH
University of Science and Technology Cracow,
Montanuniversitaet Leoben, Gubkin Russian State
University of Oil and Gas, Heriot-Watt University
Edinburgh, and University of Stavanger.

Career session

In the career session, there were presentations from
four companies (MOL group, Schlumberger, Baker
Hughes, and GasInfo Service) which represented
different sectors of the industries: downstream,
midstream, and upstream. Students were given chances
to discuss career opportunity and ask professional
guidance directly from the professionals from the oil and
gas industry.
5.

8.

This meeting was one key event held in the congress
with the purpose to discuss the development of
relationships between universities and student sections
of SPE student chapters. The chapters’ presentations
were devoted to the exchange of experiences, as well as
to the establishment of a friendly relationship between
all the representatives of all chapters participating at the
congress. Significant issues and challenges were
discussed and solutions to improve the SPE student
chapters were established.

SPE student paper contest

The SPE student paper contest (European Regional)
consisted of three parts: student paper contest for
undergraduate, postgraduate, and PhD. Students
competed against other students from the same region
for the opportunity to advance to the International
Student Paper Contest, held during the Annual Technical
Conference and Exhibition (ATCE). There were 24
contestants who had submitted their abstracts and
presented them in front of the judges and audience. The
first winner of the student paper contest for each
category would proceed to the high level of student
paper contest at ATCE and have a chance to publish their
papers in the conference proceedings and on One Petro
archive.
6.

9.

Panel session

Panel session was devoted to companies’ lectures. The
topic of the panel session was “Women in the oil and gas
industries”. There were three panellists invited to this
session:




Elżbieta Wójcik – President of MAX Solutions
Caroline Kannwischer – GDP in the Drilling
Engineering and Operations department ENGIE E&P
Tharwat Wasfy – Senior Talent Acquisition Specialist
at Baker Hughes Inc
10. Closing ceremony

Student poster contest

The closing ceremony was devoted to summarize the
event, present the prizes for the winners of the
competitions, farewell for all the participants, and at the
same time to invite again all the universities
representatives to take part in ‘2018 East Meets West’
Congress’ in Cracow, Poland.

In this session, students presented their scientific works
in the form of posters. Each presenter presented their
poster to the judges and the audience and afterwards,
judges and audience were given the chance to ask
questions to the presenters.
7.

International round table meeting

PetroBowl® European qualifier

In the SPE student paper contest for postgraduate
category, Syouma Hikmahtiar presented his research
study “Estimation of True Vertical Thickness using
Seismic Inversion Method”.

The PetroBowl® competition was founded in 2002, and
was created, organized, and administered by the SPE
Gulf Coast Section. This event takes place once a year
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In the international SPE student chapter round table
meeting, our student chapter was represented by Renas
Ibragim and Rayner Susanto.

In the student poster contest, the following students
presented their research studies:





Samuel Zulkhifly Sinaga: Drilling Rate of
Penetration Model – Case Study Field X
Rayner Susanto: A Study to Investigate the
Performance of Various Autonomous Inflow Control
Devices
Renas Ibragim: A Qualitative Approach in Realizing
the Drilling While Running Casing for ERD Wells to
increase Drilling Operations Efficiency

Overall, the student congress offered a great
opportunity to meet professionals and students from all
over the world. In addition to networking opportunities,
the conference also provided a great opportunity to
learn new knowledge and technologies from the
technical session and plenary session. Our chapter really
appreciated the opportunity to attend and we hope that
we will have the chance to participate in the event again
in the future.

In the Petrobowl European Qualifier 2017, our SPE
student chapter was represented by Samuel Zulkhifly
Sinaga, Jens Helberg, Andreas Huschke, and Eliana
Papazafeiriou.

DEA Field Trip
Hendrik Bohnet, TU Clausthal

On the 8th of March 9 students of our Master Program
“Petroleum Engineering” (TU Clausthal) went to the DEA
Deutsche Erdoel AG. We visited the Production District
of Lower Saxony in Langwedel-Holtebüttel. The company
is operating several natural gas fields in the vicinity of
Verden (Aller) and Rotenburg (Wümme). Especially the
visited Völkersen field is one of the top ten highestyielding fields in Germany.

departments like for instance the surface and subsurface
department as well as the main control room were
shown and explained by our guide Mr. Reitler.
Afterwards the first technical presentation session
started with detailed information about the gas field, the
district and the production history.
At midday the company provided lunch and the head of
the production district Mike Schreiter, the head of
subsurface engineering Robert Dörband as well as some
engineers joint this get together. In additions, our
students had the opportunity to ask further questions to
personal and industry-related topics. After a short break
the next presentation of our agenda started. Here the
surface facilities and gas treatment processes were

Thanks to Senior Subsurface Engineer Marc Kurella
everything was planned and well organized. Our group
arrived at 9:30 am and was kindly welcomed by Stephan
Reitler, one of the responsible production engineers.
After a short introduction to the Production District our
first tour across the office building started. The different
25
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transport pipeline were explained and the connection of
theory and praxis became visible. This insightful
impression clearly demonstrated the complexity and
diversity of the daily work in a typical German gas field.

covered. Surface Facility and Process Engineer Eberhard
Schulz explained all relevant steps of the gas treatment
starting from the wellhead up to the injection into the
national distribution grid. In the early afternoon Mr.
Schulz and Production Engineer Mr. Horvath took our
group to a wellsite near by the main building and close
to the related gas processing facility including the central
gas drying and processing unit. All steps from the
wellhead over the dehydration and processing up to the

Finally, we expressed our gratitude to the company and
engineers for this interesting and awesome experience.
At 3:15 pm our group left and went back to Clausthal
again.

Field Excursion to Wintershall in Emlichheim
Tillmann Schneider, TU Clausthal

On Monday the 19th of June our, Group of 7 SPE
Members went from Clausthal to Emlichheim to visit the
Wintershall drilling and Production site.

turbine yielding 16 Megawatt, making them
independent of the public power grid. The heat and
electricity is used to produce 50-60 tons of steam. With
this amount, Wintershall is estimating to accomplish an
ORF of 50%. Currently Emlichheim consists of 251
producer wells and 8 cold water and 9 steam injectors.

We started our trip at 5:30am in Clausthal. Using a faster
route through the Netherlands, we arrived in
Emlichheim at 9:30am. After a short introduction with
Mr. Taubayev (a former student of the TU Clausthal), he
showed us a PowerPoint presentation about the
Wintershall site Emlichheim.

After a thorough safety instruction and equipped with
safety gear and a escape mask, because Emlichheim
produces sour gas (H2S), we went together with Mr.
Taubayev and the intern Fabian Barganski to a
production site. There we could take a closer at the BOP
and the sucker rod pump with their sophisticated load
sensing system. An interesting fact is that the BOP is
theoretically not needed because of the low pressure of
the reservoir. The second well on this site was under
maintenance, one of the two workover/drilling rigs in
Emlichheim was used to remove the production liner to
then clean out sand by circulating water through the

The production in Emlichheim started in 1944.
Wintershall is the Operator in this joint venture (90%
Wintershall 10% ExxonMobil). To maintain a steady
production, sucker rod pumps are used. Additionally,
Wintershall started to use steamflooding. To produce
from the Bentheimer and thinner Gildehaus formation,
Wintershall built a huge steam flooding plant, to
decrease the viscosity of the oil. Instead of buying
energy, the associated gas is directly burned in a gas
26
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We finished the excursion with the visit of the oldest
production well Emlichheim 1 (1944) and a group picture
in front of the sucker rod pump. A big thank you to Mr.
Taubayev for showing us around, explaining all the
processes and answering all our questions. Furthermore,
a big thank you to Wintershall letting us visit their
Production facility. We hope to give other members of
the SPE TU Clausthal the opportunity to visit Wintershall
next semester.

well. The second station was the warehouse, where we
looked at the different tools used in Emlichheim, such as
packers, BOPs, valves, scrappers and tubing. After a
delicious lunch, we went to the steam powerplant,
where Mr. Taubayev explained us the way of the oil, gas,
steam/water through the different filtration, separation
stages. The cleaning process of the produced water,
which is later vaporized, had an interesting process stage
where actual walnut shell are used to adsorb residual oil
from the water.

Halliburton’s Company Presentation
Julian Kroll, TU Clausthal

On Tuesday May 16th 2017, the Student Chapter
Clausthal were pleased to host a company presentation
of Halliburton, one of the largest oilfield service
companies in the world. Two presenters found their way
to Clausthal this year. The evening started with a general
presentation of the company and the changes due to the
current situation. This was followed by a young
professional's presentation about her experiences of her
career at Halliburton. At the end, the students present
had the opportunity to ask questions.

global reach. He then moved to the major changes in the
company and in the industry in general due to the low
oil price. Afterwards, Mr. Kiesl went on to the company's
history and their milestones in history, before outlining
the current locations with their headquarters in Houston
and Dubai. Celle is a rather small location with only 110
employees.
A brief description of the company’s business lines and
the mostimportant branch, cementing and completion
was then given. This was ended up by the Halliburton’s
career processes, which was explained regardless to the
fact Halliburton, is not recruiting in the current situation.

Christian Kiesl, Business Development Manager &
Managing Director for Halliburton in Celle, held the
general company presentation. It began, as every
Halliburton company presentation, with a safety topic,
just picked out of the daily life to emphasize their maxim
of safety to the students.

The second presentation was given by Natalie ZamoraAnders, Associate Technical Professional, who started
working for Halliburton in 2014. She first introduced
herself and then described her start as a young
professional in Halliburton’s cementing line. In the first
year, she worked as a field engineer and lab assistant.
Afterwards she attended trainings abroad in Malaysia
and Scotland as well as trainings on the job. Today she

With reference to our region, the Harz Mountains, he
approached the correct handling of motorcycles in
traffic. The safety moment was followed by a
presentation of the company in terms of its size and its
27
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After the informative discussion, Halliburton provided
dinner for the group, enabling a less formal exchange
with the presenters and other students. This was the end
of a successful evening.

provides cementing job designs and technically supports
current project. At the end, the floor was opened to
questions from the audience. The students were very
interested in the current industries situation and
chances for them to get a job in the future as well as in
technical details of the work.

Visiting Mittelplate – an Inspiring Field Trip
Severin Wahlefeld, TU Bergakademie Freiberg
Monday, 27th of March, almost one hour early, the group
arrived at the first company to visit: Fangmann Energy
Services in Salzwedel. Andreas Engelhardt showed us
the site. A highlight were the trucks of the newly
developed Mobile Flow-Back facility which was
explained to us. Back in the office Dr. Nils RicaldeLummer gave a diverting introduction to cementation.
Later in the afternoon we left Salzwedel and headed to
Cuxhaven were we arrived at the hostel just in time to
buy some refreshments for a relaxed evening at the
beach.
On the second day the first group of eight took a boat to
the Mittelplate, while the remaining eight took the bus
to see the office of DEA and the drilling fluid facility of Mi
Swaco in Cuxhaven.
Luckily, the sea was calm that day so nobody was
suffering from sea-sickness. After checking in at the
Mittelplate we enjoyed lunch before Mr. Brandt took us
on an impressive tour around the drilling and production
island. A good three hours later we were leaving
Germany's only drilling and production island with a
deep impression of how oil is produced on it by hightech wells and how the processes and concept of the
island guarantee maximum safety for employees and the
environment.

Mittelplate

Every year in spring the Institute of Drilling and Fluid
Mining of the TU Bergakademie Freiberg is organizing a
field trip for their 3rd year students. The goal is to
enhance the students´ knowledge by visiting companies
of the oil and gas industry in Germany. From the 27 th
until the 31st of March 2017 a group of 12 students and
4 employees of the institute was invited to visit the
Mittelplate and the associated offices of DEA and Mi
Swaco in Cuxhaven, as well as the Baker Hughes
technology center and ITAG in Celle, Fangmann Energy
Services in Salzwedel and Weatherford in Hanover.
28
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Leaving Mittelplate

The schedule for the third day lead us to the offices of
DEA and Mi Swaco, while group 2 was visiting the
Mittelplate. Mr Klinek showed us around the Mi Swaco
facility at the harbour of Cuxhaven. Furthermore we
were allowed to go on board the supply ship „Coastal
Legend“.

technical support group, diversity and inclusion and the
new FASTrak fluid analysis and sampling tool.
In the afternoon of the fourth day we got to see the
production and maintenance facilities of safety valves
and choke manifolds of the ITAG Valves and Oilfield
Products GmbH. Seeing a BOP live from the inside was
very interesting, as most students only knew it from their
books. Afterwards we discussed the challenges of the
low oil price as well as the chances of geothermal energy
with Rüdiger Biedorf in the office of the ITAG Tiefbohr
GmbH.

At the DEA office in Cuxhaven we met Clemens, a
Mittelplate rigside engineer, and gained valuable insight
to the professional life of a young engineer at DEA. After
visiting the recycling of cuttings at the Plambeck
company, we were leaving Cuxhaven late in the
afternoon to arrive in Celle in the evening after an
exhausting day.

On the last day, Weatherford gave us the opportunity to
learn about wireline services and explore a wireline
truck (4) as well as an impressive collection of fishing
tools in their workshop. In addition, we had access to the
highly automated centraliser production line. After lunch
with the Weatherford employees our bus driver took us
back home to Freiberg safely.

For the next day we were invited to visit the Baker
Hughes Celle Technology Center. The huge, modern
campus was shown to us by Thomas Ewest. Especially
the new possibilities of 3d-printing during development
and production were fascinating. To complement the
visit, we heard three more presentations about the

The field trip had us students develop a feeling of joyful
anticipation about our professional life.
Therefore we would like to thank all the companies for
the opportunity to gain insight into the multiple fields of
work that the oil and gas industry provides.
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